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Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2071: Issuing Letter 

“Waiting for someone? Humph! I think that you’re here to cause a disturbance! This place doesn’t 

welcome you! Please leave!” 

Zhang Tu hated and feared Ye Yuan at this time and only wanted to make him leave this place sooner. 

But he did not dare to provoke Ye Yuan too much either. This malefic star’s strength was too strong. 

So contradictions were laid bare in his words. 

Ye Yuan poured another cup of wine and drank it, and he said coolly, “You rest assured. After I settle my 

business, I won’t come even if you invite me too.” 

Ye Yuan drank his wine, the aroma of the wine overflowed, teasing everyone until they drooled heavily. 

Smelling this alcohol aroma, drinking the Raging Fire Brew again completely did not have any taste 

anymore. 

This guy definitely did it on purpose. 

Within the small tavern, grievance points rose sharply. 

How could Zhang Tu not tell what the others were thinking? He wished to kick Ye Yuan out with a foot, 

but Ye Yuan just refused to leave. 

Before long, a gray-robed old man walked into the Raging Fire Tavern. 

The moment the old man came in, he shouted, “Zhang Tu, give this old man three jars of Raging Fire 

Brew and a few side dishes!” 

The moment Zhang Tu saw the arrival of this person, he could not help being overjoyed, hurriedly 

moving closer and saying respectfully, “Goodness! Master Song Cao, you haven’t come for a few days!” 

Not just Zhang Tu, when the rest saw Song Cao, they all stood up one after another, paying their 

respects to the old man. 

Clearly, Song Cao’s status in Jiu Luo Ji was very high. Virtually no one did not know. 

Song Cao laughed and said, “I’ve been busy refining pills these few days. The gluttonous bug in my 

stomach flared up the moment the medicinal pills are refined completely, so I immediately came 

over. Eh, smells so good! Old Tu, your place produced a new product? Why is it so fragrant?” 

Song Cao said a few sentences when suddenly, the tip of his nose twitched slightly. A whiff of alcohol 

aroma tunneled into his nose, gladdening the heart and refreshing the mind. 

But the moment he said it, Zhang Tu’s expression immediately became ugly, faltering, not knowing how 

to answer. 
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Some meddlesome person pointed at Ye Yuan and said, “Master Song Cao, the wine was brought by that 

kid himself.” 

Song Cao looked toward Ye Yuan with a slight surprise. Raising his foot, he walked over and said 

smilingly, “Kid, this wine is pretty good. Let this old man have a taste.” 

His words carried a trace of tone that did not allow any dispute. 

That meaning was that you had to give whether or not you were willing to! 

When Zhang Tu saw the situation, he could not help being delighted in his heart. 

Weren’t you showing off, punk? 

Now that Master Song Cao came to ask for wine, see if you still dare to not give! 

Ye Yuan did not lift his head. Drinking a cup of Sunshine Glow on his own again, he opened his mouth 

and said indifferently, “You’re Song Cao?” 

Song Cao’s brows furrowed, somewhat happy with Ye Yuan’s attitude in his heart as he said in a solemn 

voice, “That’s right. This old man is precisely Song Cao. Kid, this wine ...” 

His words were said halfway when Ye Yuan suddenly took out a challenge letter and placed it on the 

table in front of him. 

“Challenge letter?” 

Song Cao was taken aback and could not help laughing as he said, “Brat, you want to challenge this old 

man? Do you know who this old man is?” 

The others were taken aback with fill, this boy was crazy, right? 

“Where did this brat pop out from? Could it be that he lost his mind? Master Song Cao is our Jiu Luo Ji’s 

top three ranking Six-star Alchemy God. He, this snotty brat, actually wants to challenge Master Song 

Cao?” 

“Master Song Cao’s status is venerated, how can he be what a mere nobody can challenge?” 

“This boy went crazy wanting to become famous, right? To actually use this kind of method to draw 

attention.” 

“Ah! I understand, turns out that the person he’s waiting for is Master Song Cao!” 

... ... 

At this time, someone finally reacted and cried out in surprise. 

If say one-shotting Lightning Blade Wang Hang in one move earlier, everyone could still accept it. 

Now, wanting to challenge Song Cao, they were unable to accept it. 

After all, this place was the Northernmost Steppe, easily lifting the blade and killing people was normal. 

But in the Northernmost Steppe, the status of alchemists was venerated. 



The Northernmost Steppe’s environment was harsh, spiritual energy thin, it was not suited for the 

growth of an alchemist. 

Hence, as long as an alchemist emerged here, their status would be very high. 

Because the martial artists here actually had even higher requirements towards medicinal pills. 

They must experience endless slaughter in order to survive. They naturally needed more medicinal pills 

too. 

And Song Cao was one of the strongest three great Six-star Alchemy Gods in Jiu Luo Ji. 

He was practically standing at the summit of Jiu Luo Ji already. Now, a brat that popped out of god 

knows where actually wanted to challenge Song Cao the moment he opened his mouth, overestimating 

his ability too much. 

Hearing everyone’s cries of exclamations, Song Cao had a smug look as he said, “Hear that, kid? This old 

man’s strength is sufficient to rank in the top three in Jiu Luo Ji. Even the top two are also not much 

stronger than this old man. You, a brat who just made his mark in the world, want to challenge this old 

man? Huhu!” 

“The challenge letter isn’t for you. It’s for your master, Empyrean Loneswan. You don’t have the 

qualifications to make me challenge you,” Ye Yuan sipped a mouthful of wine and said coolly. 

Words hell-bent on shocking people to death! 

Everyone opened their mouths wide, looking at Ye Yuan in disbelief. 

Even Song Cao was also abruptly stupefied there. 

His master, Empyrean Loneswan, was Jiu Luo Ji’s strongest alchemist, not one of the strongest. 

Because he was the one and only Seven-star Alchemy God! 

Even the Jiu Luo Ji’s other few Empyreans also addressed him as a brother when they saw Empyrean 

Loneswan. 

“H-Huhu, kid, are you crazy? Challenging Master Loneswan? Who gave you the guts?” Song Cao felt like 

he heard the most hilarious joke today. 

In his eyes, Master Loneswan was a god; a god that brooked no blaspheming! 

Now, there was actually a brat who wanted to challenge this god. This was something that could not be 

tolerated. 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “I knew that it wouldn’t go so smoothly. How about this? I’ll fire out a flame, and if 

you can extinguish it, consider it my loss. I won’t say a single word about this matter of challenging him 

and will even gift you a jar of Sunshine Glow.” 

“Hahaha ...” The surroundings hooted with loud laughter. 

They were laughing at Ye Yuan’s ignorance, laughing at Ye Yuan for overrating his own abilities. 



A hint of amusement was revealed in Song Cao’s eyes and he said with a smile, “Kid, our land of extreme 

north’s alchemists might not be able to beat other places in refining pills. But the art of controlling fire, 

that’s what other places absolutely can’t compete with. You’re playing fire with this old man?” 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “You just say yes or no.” 

Song Cao snorted coldly and said, “Fine, this old man agrees to you! If this old man loses, I’ll help you 

deliver this challenge letter immediately! But if you lose, this wine ...” 

What he cared about most was not winning or losing, but the Sunshine Glow. 

This wine was too fragrant. 

Ye Yuan casually beckoned a hand, a jar appeared on the table. 

When everyone saw this scene, their eyeballs almost popped out. 

It turned out that this kid still had so much Sunshine Glow on him! 

Could it be that ... this wine was really brewed by this boy? 

Smack! 

Ye Yuan snapped a finger very casually, a small cluster of fire flew towards Song Cao falteringly. 

Song Cao laughed in spite of himself when he saw the situation and said, “This is your fire controlling 

technique? Kid, you’re really making a spectacle of yourself! But your wine is really pretty good!” 

Amidst the loud laughter, Song Cao beckoned with his palm. A cluster of light-green flames turned into a 

fierce tiger, and it rushed straight at the tongue of flame that Ye Yuan summoned. 

The others also revealed disappointed expressions. They even thought that Ye Yuan would show a 

breathtaking performance. In the end, it was just this bit of strength. 

Indeed talking big to impress people! 

Pfft ... 

Only to hear a slight puffing sound emit in the air. The moment that fierce tiger met the tongue of flame, 

it immediately disappeared without a trace. 

The whole place was silent! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2072: Treat You to a Cup of Wine 

“How can it be? Master Song Cao actually lost in a fire battle?” 

“That small tottering flame, which can be smashed with one smack, Master Song Cao actually failed to 

beat it?” 

“Could it be that this boy is really a fire control master that conceals deeply?” 

... ... 
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Cries of exclamations sounded out all around, clearly not expecting that such a sudden turn of events 

would occur. 

Jiu Luo Ji’s top alchemy master actually lost to an unknown little fellow. 

“Just this bit of capability? You disappoint me too much,” Ye Yuan said coolly. 

Song Cao got a shock. A solemn expression was revealed on his face, and he said in a deep voice, 

“Terrific lad, I underestimated you! Watch this!” 

Done talking, Song Cao formed seals with both hands. The divine fire turned into a giant hammer and 

suddenly smashed over towards that small cluster of fire. 

Bang! 

The giant hammer directly crumbled. 

Song Cao’s expression changed drastically. This time, he was genuinely shocked. 

If that time previously was just him doing it casually, then this time he already unleashed 70% of his 

strength. 

It actually could not even withstand a single blow in front of this small falteringly cluster of fire? 

Wu Ling’s small mouth opened to form a circle, looking at this scene in disbelief. 

“Big Brother, did Master Song Cao underestimate the enemy too much? This ... This is also too unreal, 

right?” 

Wu Song’s expression was solemn as he shook his head and said, “I’m afraid that it’s not as simple as 

underestimating the enemy! I also felt that that small flame just now was too weak to stand up to a gust 

of wind. But looking at it now, the flame was compact to the extreme! So in the view of outsiders, they 

can’t feel the temperature and aura at all. This fire-controlling technique has reached the acme of 

perfection!” 

Wu Ling could not resist looking toward Ye Yuan. Could it be that this hateful guy was actually a fire-

controlling expert? 

“Not bad this time, the flame is much more condensed. However ... it’s still far too lacking. If you’re still 

not convinced, you can try again,” Ye Yuan said coolly. 

In his view, that handling just now was still okay. 

Compared to the flashiness without substance before, it was clearly much more condensed. 

The alchemists of this Northernmost Steppe would frequently protect the body and expel the cold with 

flames and were indeed much stronger than alchemists of other places in terms of fire controlling 

technique. 

It was just that this bit of strength was still inadequate in front of Ye Yuan. 

One had to know, his alchemy strength was the Southern Border’s number one person. 



And what was a foundational skill of alchemy? 

It was naturally fire control! 

In terms of fire control, the world was so big, but there were really scanty few that could win Ye Yuan. 

“Kid, don’t you get cocky! Watch this Song get rid of it for you to see!” 

Song Cao gritted his teeth and made his move once more. 

It was just that no matter how he cast the fire control technique, that small cluster of faltering fire was 

just like a small diamond, standing steadfast. 

Unleashing seven to eight moves in a row, Song Cao still could not do anything to the flame. His face was 

grim until it was almost dripping water. 

Ye Yuan also got somewhat impatient and said coolly, “You’re too weak. Better invite your master to 

come out. In order to reward you, I’ll treat you to a cup of wine.” 

Done talking, Ye Yuan poured a cup of wine and pushed it in front of Song Cao. Fragrance immediately 

suffused everywhere. 

Song Cao’s expression flickered indeterminately, but he discovered to his dismay that he already 

unleashed all of his ability and really could not do anything to this small cluster of flames. 

He even had a feeling that even if his master, Empyrean Loneswan, was here, he might not be able to do 

anything to it too! 

But very soon, he chased this kind of ridiculous notion out of his head. 

How was this possible? 

His master was a Seven-star Alchemy God! He was invincible in this Jiu Luo Ji! 

How could a mere brat who was still wet behind his ears possibly make his master helpless to do 

anything? 

Song Cao’s attention was drawn over by the thick wine aroma very soon. 

This wine was too fragrant! 

Fragrant until it made people unable to refuse! 

Song Cao could not resist swallowing his saliva and finally still downed it in one shot amidst everyone’s 

questioning gazes. 

“Good wine! Truly fine wine! This old man has never drunk before such a delicious wine!” 

The moment the wine entered the mouth, Song Cao could not resist giving praises from the bottom of 

his heart. 

He felt a stream of top-quality wine flow into his stomach, which then instantly set his whole body on 

fire, making each of his pores open up. 



It was as if a blazing sun rose in his heart, warming his entire body. 

In comparison, the Raging Fire Brew that he had always cherished was simply like garbage. 

When everyone saw Song Cao’s pleased appearance, they no longer doubted the Sunshine Glow. 

Previously, everyone was still half-dubious, suspecting if Wu Song was pretending or not. 

Now, with Master Song Cao personally confirming it, who else would still doubt? 

It was just that this way, the group of martial artists hankered after the Sunshine Glow even more. 

The feeling of being able to see but not being able to drink was truly uncomfortable! 

“Kid, I’ll help you bring the challenge letter! But this wine ...” Song Cao stared fixedly at the small flask in 

Ye Yuan’s hand, his goal self-explanatory. 

He said nonchalantly, “I said one cup, it means one cup. Don’t give me that look. You go back and tell 

your master that as long as he, Empyrean Loneswan, accepts the challenge, if this Ji loses, this Sunshine 

Glow’s recipe will be offered up with both hands. Don’t use this kind of eyes to look at me. With your 

paltry cultivation base, you can’t snatch it away.” 

Song Cao’s eyeballs swiveled around, clearly already having the thought of snatching it. 

In a place like Jiu Luo Ji, there was no justice and law at all. 

Things that caught your fancy, just snatch it. 

As long as your fist was big, whatever you say works. 

By the side, someone saw that the atmosphere was not right and warned out of goodwill, “Master Song 

Cao, just now, Lightning Blade Wang Hang was planning to take action to snatch, and was defeated by 

him with one punch!” 

Song Cao’s face changed and he cried out in surprise, “Lightning Blade Wang Hang? He fused two kinds 

of power of laws, his strength being already comparable to Fifth Firmament True God. He was actually 

blown up with one punch?” 

That person said again, “Master, so many people were watching it. Could I still be deceiving you?” 

Song Cao’s gaze turned intent, only then discovering that it seemed like Ye Yuan really could not be 

underestimated anymore. 

It was only to see his gaze turned dark and he said, “Okay! This old man will help you deliver the 

challenge letter, but I hope that your alchemy skill isn’t just a little bit of fire controlling technique! 

Farewell!” 

Finished talking, Song Cao put away the challenge letter and directly left. 

... ... 

News spread extremely fast! 



Jiu Luo Ji had existed for God knows how many tens of thousands of years already. It had never been 

heard of that someone dared to challenge Empyrean Loneswan. 

A Seven-star Alchemy God was a divine master in the Northernmost Steppe. Their status was extremely 

venerated. 

Now, a hothead that popped out from God knows where actually wanted to challenge Empyrean 

Loneswan! 

For some time, Jiu Luo Ji that had already been quiet for a long time started boiling with excitement. 

“No way, right? Where did this kid pop out from? Never heard before that a remarkable young 

alchemist emerged in Jiu Luo Ji!” 

“Might have come over from the Northern Border? The brat who doesn’t know the immensity of heaven 

and earth actually dares to challenge a Seven-star Alchemy God. Heh heh, there’s a good show to watch 

now.” 

“I heard that that kid completely defeated Empyrean Loneswan’s accomplished disciple, Master Song 

Cao, in a fire battle. Wonder if it’s real or fake.” 

“Heh, it’s probably that kid deliberately fabricating it in order to grow his reputation, right? Master Song 

Cao’s fire controlling technique, saying that it’s number one in Jiu Luo Ji is not even overboard. Just 

based on that kid?” 

“But I heard that this boy has a kind of wine in his possession that’s extremely delicious! Empyrean 

Loneswan only accepted the challenge for the sake of this recipe.” 

... ... 

The news spread out, questioning voices were everywhere in Jiu Luo Ji. 

All because of this unknown boy who was going to challenge the god of Alchemy Dao in their hearts! 

No one thought that Ye Yuan had hope. This was completely a suicide-style challenge. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2073: Looks Like You Dont Have Much Confidence! 

In Skyreturn Plaza, people were everywhere. 

A Seven-star Alchemy God taking action, this was a grand event of Jiu Luo Ji. 

Ye Yuan issuing a challenge letter to challenge Empyrean Loneswan spread throughout the entire Jiu Luo 

Ji like the wind. 

“Eldest Senior Brother, you were also too sloppy. Having Master compete in alchemy with a snotty brat, 

this is disgraceful!’ Song Cao’s junior apprentice brother, Luo Yu, said with a disdainful look. 

Another junior apprentice brother said, “Isn’t making Master compete in alchemy with this brat pretty 

much the same as having Master compete in alchemy with us? This kind of alchemy battle doesn’t have 

the slightest suspense at all.” 
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Song Cao smiled coldly and said, “What the hell do you guys know! That kid has a wine recipe in his 

hands. Once we obtain it, we can definitely earn boatloads of money! At that time, Northday Assemble’s 

Empyrean Dragonjade and Splitwind Assemble’s Empyrean Junhao will all have to bow their heads in 

submission toward Master!” 

The moment Luo Yu heard this, he said in puzzlement, “Senior Apprentice Brother, is this wine really as 

good as you say?” 

Song Cao had a look of recollecting the aftertaste as he said, “More than good! It simply brings back 

endless aftertastes! Senior Apprentice Brother, I, only drank a mouth, and during this half a month, my 

whole body has been warm! I don’t even need to use divine essence to ward off the cold with divine fire 

at all! Delicious plus keeps out the cold, who do you think can resist its allure in this Northernmost 

Steppe?” 

The apprentice brothers were all skeptical. Since Eldest Senior Brother came back from Raging Fire 

Tavern the last time, his mouth kept on praising this whatever Sunshine Glow with endless praises, as if 

he was bedeviled. 

Seeing him always talk about it every day, these few people also could not help drooling. 

Among the people in this Northernmost Steppe, there was none who did not like to drink. 

Hearing that it was so delicious, how could they not be moved? 

Except, those who had drunk before this Sunshine Glow at present was just Song Cao and Wu Song two 

people. 

Whether it really tasted good or not, they were also not sure. 

But they understood in their hearts that if it was really as Song Cao said, then as long as this wine was 

rolled out, it could absolutely sweep across the extreme north’s various territories. 

“He’s here, he’s here! It’s this boy? So young!” 

At this time, there was suddenly a commotion in the crowd. A ridiculously young figure slowly walked 

onto the stage. 

“This ... This is also too young, right? Just like a little kid, he’s qualified to challenge Empyrean 

Loneswan?” 

“Where did this kid pop out from? Simply blaspheming the idol in my heart!” 

“Get down!” 

... ... 

When the people saw that Ye Yuan was so young, they immediately exploded, having a feeling of being 

cheated. 

So young, he probably had not even figured out what were medicinal pills and came to challenge Jiu Luo 

Ji’s Alchemy Dao number one person. Was this a joke? 



With someone taking the lead to hoot, many people also shouted along, asking Ye Yuan to get down. 

Ye Yuan had an indifferent look as if he could not hear anything. 

After a while, these guys would naturally shut up. 

When Luo Yu saw that Ye Yuan was so young, he was also stunned and said disdainfully, “Heh, really a 

fool who overestimates his own ability. So young and he actually dares to challenge Master too, truly 

ignorant!” 

But Song Cao said in a solemn voice, “I don’t know how’s his pill refinement, but his fire controlling 

technique is truly transcendent! If this wasn’t the case, why would I make Master take action? I would 

have suppressed him myself!” 

Luo Yu was surprised when he heard that and said, “Eldest Senior Brother, you really lost to him in a fire 

battle?” 

Song Cao’s expression was slightly dark as he nodded his head. 

Luo Yu did not quite dare to believe it. He was naturally aware of Song Cao’s fire controlling technique. 

Even he was a million miles away compared to Song Cao’s skill. 

But such a formidable eldest senior brother actually lost to this kid. Could it be that he was really an 

alchemy genius? 

Right at this time, a powerful aura descended from the sky. 

“Empyrean Loneswan is here!” 

“All thanks to this brat that I can see Empyrean Loneswan’s true face!” 

“Lord Loneswan, teach this punk a good lesson!” 

... ... 

There was cheering in the crowd. 

Empyrean Loneswan was a godlike existence in their hearts. 

In this Northernmost Steppe, a Seven-star Alchemy God was the sun in the sky, illuminating the world. 

A brat like Ye Yuan rushing into challenging Empyrean Loneswan was blaspheming the idol in their 

hearts. 

An old man in azure robes slowly stepped out of the void. His gaze swept all around, his awe displayed in 

its entirety. 

“Disciple pays respect to Master!” Song Cao brought the group of apprentice brothers and directly knelt 

down. 

Empyrean Loneswan nodded slightly, his gaze finally landing on Ye Yuan. He could not help being slightly 

surprised. 

Ye Yuan’s youth still far exceeded his expectations. 



“You’re the Ji Qingyun who wants to challenge this Empyrean?” Empyrean Loneswan’s gaze was 

scorching as he said. 

The moment he came up, he applied tremendous pressure on Ye Yuan. 

Except, Ye Yuan was composed and collected in front of this pressure, and even had signs of being able 

to stand up to it as an equal. 

When Empyrean Loneswan saw the situation, he could not help being surprised in his heart. 

How could he know that even when Ye Yuan was facing Empyrean Pilljade, that level of horrifying 

existence, his aura was also not the slightest bit weak? 

His bit of pressure was too much of a child’s play and even had some suspicion of showing off in the 

presence of an expert. 

“It’s precisely this Ji!” Ye Yuan said coolly. 

Empyrean Loneswan deliberately pretended to be magnanimous as he said, “Indeed, heroes come from 

youngsters! To dare come and challenge this Empyrean at a young age, your courage is commendable! 

Rest assured, this Empyrean won’t be bullying the weak by being strong. In a while, when this Empyrean 

takes action, I’ll definitely pay attention to the proper limits. Uh ... you pick the medicinal pill then.” 

This battle was simply a piece of cake to him. 

It was just that his acting was the demeanor of a grandmaster in the view of those people below. He was 

tolerant and open-minded. 

“Indeed well-deserving of being Empyrean Loneswan! Toward a young man’s affront, he’s actually not 

angry at all and even has the intention of guiding him.” 

“Heh, you look at that kid! His proud appearance really pisses people off!” 

... ... 

Actually, how was there any pride? Ye Yuan just had a calm expression, that was all. 

It was just that in the view of these people, when Ye Yuan saw a powerhouse like Empyrean Loneswan, 

he should be reverent and respectful, trembling with fear and trepidation, akin to treading on thin ice. 

Only that way would it be apt for Ye Yuan’s status. 

Ye Yuan gave Empyrean Loneswan a glance and said with a strange expression, “Really want me to 

pick?” 

Empyrean Loneswan could not help laughing as he said, “This Empyrean is a Seven-star Alchemy God. 

Battling in alchemy with you, a junior, could it be still let this Empyrean pick?” 

Ye Yuan nodded slightly and said indifferently, “In that case ... Crimson Flame Heavenly Soul Pill then.” 

Empyrean Loneswan’s gaze turned sharp, almost choking to death. 



This Crimson Flame Heavenly Soul Pill was one of the medicinal pills with the greatest difficulty among 

rank six divine pills. 

Even refining it with his current strength, the success rate was also not high. 

Furthermore, even if it succeeded, the grade would not be too high either. 

He opened his mouth, wanting to speak, but he did not know what he should say. 

Say that he could refine? 

What to do if he screwed it up? 

Saying that he could not refine? 

Did he have shame or not?! 

“Junior, you’re deliberately here to mess with this Empyrean, right? This medicinal pill, you probably 

can’t even learn the rudiments, right?” Empyrean Loneswan said with a dark expression. 

Ye Yuan shook his head and said with a sigh, “Looks like you don’t have much confidence in refining the 

Crimson Flame Heavenly Soul Pill. Then why not ... the Amethyst Instant Pill then.” 

Empyrean Loneswan nearly spewed out a mouthful of old blood. Don’t dig up people’s dirt like this! 

Furthermore ... it was another level nine medicinal pill! 

He was already very sure that this kid was definitely here to mess with him. 

Could he have been ... sent by those few fellows? 

 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2074: Distinguished Guest 

“The Amethyst Instant Pill doesn’t work too?” 

Ye Yuan shook his head with a disappointed look. He already lowered the benchmark by a lot, but this 

Empyrean Loneswan’s strength somewhat disappointed him. 

Looking at the other party’s appearance, he reckoned that being able to reach the middle-stage Dao 

Realm was already very impressive. 

Most likely, he was still lingering around the initial-stage Dao Realm. 

“Uh ... then let’s lower the difficulty a bit, Earth Nether Imprint Pill then.” 

Ye Yuan talked to himself. Empyrean Loneswan’s face opposite turned green. 

This guy was absolutely here to nauseate him. 

“Humph! Earth Nether Imprint Pill then! This Empyrean wants to see if you really have that much 

capability, to be able to refine a level nine medicinal pill,” Empyrean Loneswan said with a cold snort. 
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Although this Earth Nether Imprint Pill was a level nine medicinal pill, he still had some confidence. 

Basically, refining middle-grade or even high-grade was not too big of a problem. 

Below the stage, the faces of Song Cao and the rest were similarly ugly. 

The rank six medicinal pills that Ye Yuan said, forget about refining them, they could not even learn the 

rudiments of them. 

Their master could naturally refine them, but the success rate was not high either. 

It was not that they doubted Master’s strength, but that these medicinal pills were seriously too difficult 

to refine. 

But in the view of other martial artists, they were somewhat surprised. 

Empyrean Loneswan ... yielded to Ye Yuan? 

Ye Yuan said three kinds of medicinal pills, but he chose the final medicinal pill. Clearly, he did not have 

much confidence in the other two. 

“Humph! Ignorant fool! To refine level nine medicinal pills, one needs to at least enter the Dao Realm 

before one has the chance to refine those pills successfully. He’s so young, so could it be that he can be 

a Dao Realm powerhouse?” Song Cao said with a cold smile. 

“Humph, so what even if he’s a Dao Realm powerhouse? Our master is already peak initial-stage Dao 

Realm. Coupled with the disparity in cultivation realm and soul force, could he still lose to him?” Luo Yu 

said with a disdainful look. 

Amidst the questioning voices, the two people started the alchemy battle. 

The moment Empyrean Loneswan’s aura released, everyone burst into an uproar. 

These martial artists had never seen a Seven-star Alchemy God take action before. The moment he 

made his move at this time, it was God knows how many times stronger than the likes of SonG Cao. 

To these martial artists, it was incredibly astonishing! 

“This is the strength of a Seven-star Alchemy God! Even level nine medicinal pills are also a piece of cake 

to Lord Loneswan, right?” 

“That kid actually wants to challenge such an existence, is his head okay?” 

“Heh, in my view, this kid is deliberately here to nauseate people. At his age, knowing some superficial 

knowledge is already pretty good.” 

... ... 

The moment Empyrean Loneswan made his move, it gave people an extremely breathtaking feeling. 

It was as if what everyone saw in the past were all ugly girls. Now, suddenly seeing a top-grade beauty, it 

drove people crazy. 



There was a wave of cheering voices below the stage, cries of exclamations, as well as disdainful voices 

toward Ye Yuan. 

Ning Tianping could not resist rolling his eyes and said speechlessly, “Truly a bunch of bumpkins who 

have never seen the world before. This bit of strength can let them cheer until like this.” 

Song Cao was standing right beside him. Hearing that, he said in a great rage, “This bit of strength? That 

brat probably doesn’t know how to refine pills at all, right? You look, he hasn’t even started until now!” 

Ning Tianping laughed in spite of himself and said, “My lord is being kind-hearted and is giving your 

master a chance to perform. The moment he makes his move, your master will be crushed until he could 

be badly mauled all over!” 

Song Cao smiled coldly and said, “Being razor-tongued can’t change the outcome too! You guys had best 

be prepared to hand over the Sunshine Glow’s recipe.” 

Ye Yuan stood on the stage, his gaze brimming with a look of disappointment. 

Empyrean Loneswan’s bit of strength could not even compare to the weakest Empyrean in the Cloudpill 

Summit! 

“Open!” 

Ye Yuan gave a low cry, reached his hand out, and beckoned. The medicinal pills were all taken into the 

medicinal cauldron. 

Immediately after, a vast surging aura burst out of his body. 

Everyone’s cheers abruptly ceased! 

Under Ye Yuan’s aura, Empyrean Loneswan’s alchemy aura was like a baby; weak to the extreme. 

Empyrean Loneswan’s expression changed wildly, the seals formed in his hands could not help but to 

stop. 

It was only to hear a puff. A burnt smell came out of the medicinal cauldron. The materials inside were 

directly being refined into a ruined pill. 

It was very taxing for him to refine level nine medicinal pills to begin with, so how could he withstand Ye 

Yuan’s heavy pressure? 

To him, Ye Yuan’s aura was like Mount Tai crushing down on top of him; he did not have the slightest 

strength to resist at all. 

A shock to the extreme expressions appeared on Empyrean Loneswan’s face. 

However, he did not fly into a great rage but was attracted by Ye Yuan’s pill refinement very soon. 

Not just him, his disciples were also drawn by Ye Yuan’s bedazzling pill refinement. 

In a place like the Northernmost Steppe, encountering such earth-shaking alchemy skill was 

undoubtedly like a good rain after a long drought to them. 



Ye Yuan’s every move and action had a tremendous sense of beauty, possessing unusually deep Dao 

accumulations. 

In their eyes, Ye Yuan was not refining pills but manipulating the Great Dao! 

This kind of alchemy skill had simply reached the acme of perfection; inconceivable! 

Amidst everyone’s cries of exclamations, Ye Yuan successfully condensed the pill. 

Only after a long time did Empyrean Loneswan awaken from the shock. Then, amidst everyone’s 

shocked gazes, he bowed in salute toward Ye Yuan and said, “Master Ji’s alchemy cultivation is 

unrivaled, Loneswan admires greatly!” 

“This ... Lord Loneswan, an exalted Empyrean, actually paid such solemn respects to a True God Realm 

boy?” 

“Shocking! Too shocking! I originally thought that Lord Loneswan’s alchemy cultivation already reached 

the acme of perfection. Who knew that Master Ji’s alchemy strength is more than a hundred times 

stronger than Lord Loneswan!” 

... ... 

In Skyreturn Plaza, astonished voices rose and ebbed like waves. 

A dignified Seven-star Alchemy God actually carried out the etiquette of a disciple to a Six-star Alchemy 

God. How could it not make people marvel? 

These martial artists were not versed in alchemy and did not understand the disparity between 

Empyrean Loneswan and Ye Yuan. 

But as an alchemist, Empyrean Loneswan understood that the disparity between him and Ye Yuan was 

too big! 

People should not look at how he was a Seven-star Alchemy God. The rank seven divine pills that he 

could refine were very limited. 

When rank seven divine pills reached level three difficulty and above, one could not refine them at all if 

their realm was lacking. 

Hence, when he saw that Ye Yuan had such strength, he was immediately shocked beyond words. 

As for Song Cao and the rest, they had long turned to stone on the spot. 

Their godlike master was actually defeated just like this? 

How could this brat-like young man have such terrifying alchemy strength? 

“This ... Loneswan has many questions on alchemy. I wonder if Master Ji has spare time to give 

Loneswan a pointer or two?” Empyrean Loneswan asked carefully. 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “The Northernmost Steppe’s Alchemy Dao is behind the times. Coming here, this Ji 

will just take it as giving you a fortuitous encounter.” 



The moment Empyrean Loneswan heard, he could not help being overjoyed. 

If there were no accidents, his accomplishments in alchemy would just be like that for life. 

But if there was someone giving guidance, especially the guidance of a master like Ye Yuan, that would 

be totally different. 

“Many thanks, Master Ji, for showing pity! Loneswan can’t repay it even with ten thousand deaths!” 

Loneswan was incredibly agitated and gave another respectful bow toward Ye Yuan. 

Finished saying, he straightened his back and immediately recovered his Empyrean’s majesty as he said 

in a clear voice, “From today onward, Master Ji is this Empyrean’s distinguished guest. If anyone dares to 

offend Master Ji, it’s setting yourself against this Empyrean!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2075: Sweeping Through Jiu Luo 

Several days later, a piece of extremely explosive news spread throughout the entire Jiu Luo Ji. 

Empyrean Loneswan acknowledged Ji Qingyun as his master and paid respects to the latter as a disciple! 

This news was akin to a heavyweight bombshell, stirring up titanic waves in Jiu Luo Ji. 

“Did I hear wrongly? No matter how powerful that Ji Qingyun is, he’s also merely a Six-star Alchemy 

God. Does Lord Loneswan have this need?” 

“Truly inconceivable! A Seven-star Alchemy God actually acknowledged a Six-star Alchemy God as a 

master. I’ve lived for tens of thousands of years, but it’s still my first time hearing of such a thing.” 

“Just what kind of god is Ji Qingyun, to actually be able to bring Lord Loneswan into submission?” 

... ... 

The entire Jiu Luo Ji blew up. Everyone was discussing this matter frenziedly. 

Everyone was filled with curiosity toward this Ji Qingyun that popped out from no idea where. 

Empyrean Loneswan had always been a godlike figure in Jiu Luo Ji all along. 

Even Empyrean powerhouses also showed extra reverence to him and did not dare to offend in the 

slightest. 

But now, this kind of godlike existence actually acknowledged a thousand over years old youth as his 

master. It was simply too astonishing. 

But very soon, another explosive news came over. Grand Pill Establishment rolled out a new kind of 

wine. The name of the wine was Sunshine Glow. 

Grand Pill Establishment was recruiting nine sales representatives. Once the news came out, it 

immediately caused a great sensation in the entire Jiu Luo Ji. 

This Grand Pill Establishment was Empyrean Loneswan’s force. 
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Not only this wine called Sunshine Glow had excellent taste, but it also had the effect of keeping out the 

cold. 

As long as Celestial Deity Realm martial artists drank a cup, they would not need to use any cold-warding 

method for half a month. 

As soon as this wine was rolled out, it immediately spread throughout the entire Jiu Luo Ji in a frenzy. 

Various restaurants, taverns, and wine shops rushed toward Grand Pill Establishment crazily, wanting to 

obtain Sunshine Glow’s dealership rights. 

Hearing this news, Zhang Tu almost went mad. 

Others did not know, but he knew that this Sunshine Glow was Master Ji’s wine! 

Now, his intestines were almost green with regret. 

Back then, if not for a moment of muddleheadedness, offending Master Ji, with the Raging Fire Tavern’s 

strength and his relationship with Master Song Cao, wouldn’t getting Sunshine Glow’s dealership rights 

still be accomplished with ease? 

But sadly, there was no regret medicine in this world that could be eaten! 

Even so, Zhang Tu still brought a large gift and went to find Song Cao. 

“Master Song Cao, you’re also aware, my Raging Fire Tavern is number one in Jiu Luo Ji. There are 

hundreds of branches alone ...” 

“Number one? Heh heh, that’s all in the past! The moment Sunshine Glow emerged, your Raging Fire 

Tavern probably can’t even enter the top 10 anymore. Brother, don’t blame me. Want to blame 

someone, blame yourself for not having eyes, offending Grandmaster. These things, bring them away. If 

Grandmaster knew about it, wouldn’t he break my legs?” 

Zhang Tu’s words were not finished saying yet and were interrupted by Song Cao coldly, directly issuing 

an order to evict the guest. 

Leaving the Song Manor, Zhang Tu felt like the entire world turned gloomy. 

A single misstep resulted in eternal regret! 

In the old days, his Raging Fire Brew was unique in Jiu Luo Ji. It could be said that he could summon the 

rain and wind in Jiu Luo Ji. 

But now, the Raging Fire Brew was left without anyone caring about it overnight. 

Sure enough, the nine great representatives were picked very quickly. As soon as Sunshine Glow came 

out, it was akin to like a fierce wind passing through, being all the rage. 

There were long queues in the shops of the nine sales representatives every day. 

Many martial artists queued for several days and nights in order to taste a mouthful of this legendary 

Sunshine Glow. 



“Really too freaking delicious! Grand Pill Establishment is really harming people! After drinking this wine, 

drinking other wines will be like horse piss.” 

“Equipped with this jar, I won’t need to think of ways to ward off the cold within a year anymore!” 

“This wine should only belong in the heavens! Fine wine! Fine wine!” 

... ... 

After Sunshine Glow came out, it became an extremely popular item very soon. Even if Grand Pill 

Establishment brewed it around the clock, it was also unable to satisfy the enthusiasm of all the martial 

artists. 

Later on, the various major restaurants could only limit the supply. 

A cup of Sunshine Glow was even hiked to a sky-high price. 

But even so, no one would go and sell the wine at all. 

People who had the luck to purchase the wine all cherished what was theirs, hiding and tucking it away, 

fearful of being known by people. 

On this day, Zhang Tu finally purchased a small jar of Sunshine Glow after queuing for seven days and 

nights. 

Hence, he could not wait and drank a mouthful. 

The moment the wine entered the abdomen, a mellowness instantly spread throughout his four limbs 

and bones, as if an electric current ran through. 

At the same time, a hot current gathered at this dantian area, as if it was the blazing sun illuminating 

from high up, continuously warming his body. 

“Fine wine! Truly excellent wine!” Zhang Tu could not resist praising. 

But after praising, his expression turned dim. 

Such a fine wine, he actually passed right by it! 

Originally, it should be him who became a figure who could summon the wind and rain in this Jiu Luo Ji. 

But now, everything was gone! 

... ... 

Inside Grand Pill Establishment, Empyrean Loneswan was looking at Ye Yuan with a look of worship. 

Toward Ye Yuan, he already prostrated on all fours in admiration. 

After Ye Yuan entered Grand Pill Establishment, Empyrean Loneswan asked him about some areas that 

he did not understand. The incisiveness of Ye Yuan’s understanding took his breath away in 

astonishment. 

On some areas that were obstructed originally, he suddenly saw the light. 



The following few days, the more he consulted Ye Yuan on Alchemy Dao, the more that he felt that Ye 

Yuan was unfathomable. 

He even suspected whether or not Ye Yuan already stepped into the legendary Ancestor Realm. 

Otherwise, how could he have such a deep understanding of Alchemy Dao? 

Therefore, he steeled his resolve and acknowledged Ye Yuan as his master. 

Ye Yuan hesitated for a moment but still agreed. 

This Empyrean Loneswan could acknowledge him as master as a Seven-star; it could be seen that he 

genuinely loved alchemy. 

Furthermore, Ye Yuan still had to borrow Empyrean Loneswan’s power to save Lu-er. 

After acknowledging him as his disciple, Ye Yuan took out the Sunshine Glow’s recipe and handed it to 

Empyrean Loneswan. 

After Empyrean Loneswan drank the Sunshine Glow, he felt even more respect towards Ye Yuan from 

the depths of his heart. 

As the saying went: those who reached first can teach. Ye Yuan could casually take out such a freakish 

pill formula, it could be seen how deep his attainments in Alchemy Dao were. 

Indeed as expected, as soon as Sunshine Glow rolled out, it immediately swept across Jiu Luo Ji, and 

allowed Grand Pill Establishment earn boatloads of money. 

“Listening attentively to Master preach on Dao these few days, this disciple suddenly saw the light and 

seemed to have already touched the threshold of middle-stage Dao Realm,” Empyrean Loneswan said 

excitedly. 

Ye Yuan gave him a glance and shook his head and said, “You’re still far away! Although you became an 

Empyrean and a Seven-star Alchemy God, your foundation is too shallow. It seems like you’ve already 

touched the threshold of middle-stage Dao Realm, but in reality, you’re too far away. Even if give you a 

thousand, ten thousand years, you might not be able to enter middle-stage Dao Realm too.” 

Imparting Dao to Loneswan these few days, Ye Yuan was already shocked. 

He had never seen before a Seven-star Alchemy God with such a shallow foundation. 

Being able to enter Seven-star, this Empyrean Loneswan absolutely got massively lucky. 

Placed in the Southern Border, Empyrean Loneswan was probably even inferior to Yun Yi, let alone talk 

about other Seven-star Alchemy Gods. 

Hearing Ye Yuan’s face, Empyrean Loneswan also had a look of embarrassment on his face as he said 

with vicissitudes of emotion, “It’s exactly as Master said. It’s just that this Northernmost Steppe, spirit 

medicines are lacking and inheritances are missing. Wanting to step into Seven-star is as hard as 

ascending to heaven!” 



Ye Yuan nodded and said, “Hence, if you want to improve further, don’t reach beyond your grasp, but be 

down-to-earth.” 

Empyrean Loneswan repeatedly said yes. 

The two people chatted for a while when Empyrean Loneswan suddenly opened his mouth and said, 

“Master, Jiu Luo Ji’s other seven great Empyreans have heard about you. All of them want to come over 

to pay respects to you. I wonder ... what’s your opinion?” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2076: : Aweing the Group of Empyreans 

Ye Yuan’s brows raised up, thinking to himself that the thing he waited for finally came. 

He naturally did not do so many things in order to show off his power and make a name for himself. It 

was actually in order to make these Empyreans pay him a visit. 

Jiu Luo Ji had nine great Empyreans. Ye Yuan, as an outsider, running over to ask for people without 

rhyme or reason was no different from a lamb being thrown to the wolves. 

Then what could let him get close to these Empyreans? 

It was naturally alchemy! 

Since Empyreans revered alchemy immensely, then as long as he displayed his alchemy strength, would 

these Empyreans still not look to him for help? 

In addition, Ye Yuan also took out the Sunshine Glow, this major killing tool. These Empyreans would 

view him in a different light even more. 

As for Empyrean Loneswan wanting to acknowledge him as master, this exceeded Ye Yuan’s 

expectations. 

Eight Empyreans appearing in unison, the atmosphere in the hall became heavy all of a sudden. 

Song Cao and the rest of the disciples waited upon them carefully, not daring to even breathe loudly. 

Ye Yuan sat up straight, looking calm and composed. 

The eight great Empyreans all sized Ye Yuan up with curious faces, clearly all carrying a trace of doubt. 

They never would have thought that Empyrean Loneswan’s master was actually so young. 

“Master, Disciple will introduce to you. This is Sword Star Pavilion’s Empyrean Void Sword,” Empyrean 

Loneswan said. 

“Master Ji!” Empyrean Void Sword said with clasped hands. 

Ye Yuan looked over, nodded his head slightly, which was considered to have greeted Empyrean Void 

Sword. 

Empyrean Void Sword’s brows furrowed, thinking to himself that this boy was so arrogant. 
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Empyrean Loneswan appeared slightly awkward, but he knew that Master had great ability. Being a little 

cold and arrogant was normal. Hence, he carried on making introductions to several others. 

“This is Ice Cloud Tower’s master, Empyrean Ice Cloud. Her ice-attribute laws have reached the acme of 

perfection, with her strength being powerful.” 

But the fourth one that Empyrean Loneswan introduced was a middle-aged woman who had already 

partly lost her good looks but still retained her graceful bearing. 

Actually, from the moment she came in, Ye Yuan’s attention was placed on her. 

Among Jiu Luo Ji’s nine great Empyreans, only this Empyrean Ice Cloud was a woman. Who could it be if 

it was not her? 

“Mmm.” Ye Yuan still grunted a response perfunctorily. 

Empyrean Ice Cloud gave a cold snort and said, “Your esteemed self is also a little too arrogant, right? 

We’re this Jiu Luo Ji’s masters no matter what. Us greeting you and you gave us this kind of attitude?” 

The moment Empyrean Loneswan heard this, he knew that it was going to be bad. Others did not know, 

but he knew that his master was not being arrogant. It was his master having the confidence. 

How could ordinary Empyreans enter his eyes? 

It was just that Empyrean Ice Cloud, this old lady’s temper, was not an ordinary kind of cold arrogance. 

How could she stand Ye Yuan’s attitude? 

Sure enough, the other Empyreans were all reserved. But reaching her, it broke down. 

Clearly, the other Empyreans also knew Empyrean Ice Cloud’s temper and were all waiting for her to 

jump out. 

Everyone was not a fool. For Empyrean Loneswan to be able to acknowledge such a young person as his 

master, this young man definitely had aspects surpassing others. 

Although they all did not believe it, they also would not be silly enough to go and offend the other party. 

After all, they were all here to request for pills, and not to look for trouble. 

Once they offended the master, where would they go to find medicinal pills? 

Sure enough, Ye Yuan’s eyelids raised slightly and he said indifferently, “If Empyrean Ice Cloud feels like 

this Ji’s attitude is haughty, you can leave first. You all came here simply for the sake of requesting for 

pills. Since you have something to ask this Ji, then whatever attitude I have, you have to endure it. Isn’t 

that so?” 

The moment the group of Empyreans heard, they all thought, terrific fellow, indeed clashed! 

How venerated was Empyrean Ice Cloud’s status in this Jiu Luo Ji? When had she suffered this kind of 

wrong before? 

It was only to see her laugh. She then said, “Huhu! What a wildly arrogant Master Ji! I wonder if your 

ability is as great as your spirit!” 



Ye Yuan gave her a light glance and said coolly, “How can my ability be what you can gauge? I already 

said, those who don’t believe me can very well leave.” 

“You!” Empyrean Ice Cloud’s frosty eyebrows rose in anger and she suddenly stood up. 

With her flying into a rage, Empyrean pressure swept over toward Ye Yuan crazily. She actually wanted 

to take action. 

With this, Empyrean Loneswan was enraged too. He said with a cold snort, “Ice Cloud, letting you all 

come in is Master giving you guys face. But you’re not giving this Empyrean face like this! This place 

doesn’t welcome you! Please leave! Also, don’t come and beg this Empyrean for medicinal pills for your 

Ice Cloud Tower anymore in the future!” 

Empyrean Loneswan had long already prostrated on all fours in admiration toward Ye Yuan these few 

days. 

Although he was an Empyrean, he would never put on any airs of an Empyrean in front of Ye Yuan. 

Who could have thought that this Ice Cloud did not give face at all, and actually questioned Master in 

front of him, and even wanted to attack? How could he tolerate it? 

Empyrean Ice Cloud’s expression darkened. Empyrean Loneswan’s move was too vicious! 

In this Northernmost Steppe, Seven-star Alchemy Gods could be this arrogant. 

No one dared to offend a Seven-star Alchemy God. Once offended, one could only feel endless regret. 

Their cultivation could only rely on luck in the future! 

Empyrean Ice Cloud’s face was extremely ugly, standing there, at a loss on what to do. 

The others were also secretly startled. They all did not think that the normally incomparably lofty 

Empyrean Loneswan was actually so respectful toward Ye Yuan. 

Empyrean Void Sword hurriedly stepped forward to be a mediator, saying with a smile, “The two of you, 

don’t get angry. Since Master Ji is Empyrean Loneswan’s master, then he naturally has genuine ability. 

Younger Sister Ice Cloud, you also have to fix your temper.” 

Empyrean Ice Cloud gave a cold snort but did not dare to make a sound anymore. But she still had a 

stubborn look on her face, not having the intention of backing down. 

Ye Yuan gave a cold laugh and said, “I know that everyone questions my strength, but how can my 

ability be what you can imagine! As long as you all can pool together enough spirit medicines, this Ji will 

create ten Empyreans for you, where’s the difficulty in that?” 

The moment these words came out, everyone’s faces revealed disbelieving expressions. 

Which of them did not corroborate their Dao as Empyreans after narrow escapes, bathed in bloody 

slaughters in this Northernmost Steppe. 

How could Empyrean powerhouses be created as you wished? 

Empyrean Ice Cloud’s face had an even more apparent sneer. 



But this time, she learned to be smart and just smiled coldly and did not speak. 

“Heh, you all don’t put on those expressions. That day when I had the alchemy battle with Master, I 

didn’t open my furnace. But do you all know what grade was Master’s Earth Nether Imprint Pill?” 

Empyrean Loneswan said with a cold smile. 

Empyrean Void Sword said hesitantly, “What grade was it? Could it have been ... superior-grade?” 

Another Empyrean said, “Heaven-grade?” 

“Huhu, you all see for yourselves!” 

Empyrean Loneswan laughed coldly and threw a small bottle to Empyrean Void Sword. 

Empyrean Void Sword caught the medicine bottle curiously. The others all stared at all, similarly having 

curious faces. 

Looking at Empyrean Loneswan’s appearance, could it be divine-grade? 

Except, they denied this notion very quickly. How was this possible? 

Earth Nether Imprint Pill was a level nine medicinal pill. They knew that Empyrean Loneswan could at 

most only refine high-grade. 

Even if this Ye Yuan was formidable, he was also merely a Six-star Alchemy God. At the very most, it was 

also just peak heaven-grade. 

Empyrean Void Sword probed with divine sense and his expression suddenly changed wildly, looking at 

Ye Yuan with a horrified face, as if he had seen a ghost. 

“Brother Void Sword, just what grade is it?” 

When everyone saw his expression, they became even more curious. 

Could it really be divine-grade? 

Void Sword threw the small bottle to another Empyrean and said with a sigh, “Brother Huiming, you see 

for yourself!” 

Chapter 2077: Ruthless Extermination 

The medicinal bottle passed around the hands of the Empyrean powerhouses. 

After the person in front finished inspecting, they just silently passed it to the next person, the 

expression on their faces incomparably stunned. 

Even someone as cold as ice like Empyrean Ice Cloud also had her curiosity stirred. 

She thought to herself, could this medicinal pill really be divine-grade? 

“Younger Sister Ice CLoud, you take a look for yourself. 

Among the eight people, the stronger Empyrean Redfeather heaved a slight sigh and passed the small 

medicinal bottle to Empyrean Ice Cloud. 



Ice Cloud looked at him curiously, caught the small bottle that was thrown over, and said scornfully, 

“Even if it’s divine-grade, it’s also not to the extent of making all of you have this expression, 

right? Humph! So what if it’s divine-grade, is this the reason for looking down on … us?” 

As she expressed her derision, she sunk her divine sense into the small bottle. 

Talking until the end, her entire sentence was stuck in her throat, and she only felt that her throat was 

incomparably dry. 

“V-Vast spirit … divine-grade! H-How is this possible?” 

Empyrean Ice Cloud’s pupils constricted, her gaze full of disbelief. 

Vast spirit divine pill! 

In this vast expanse of Northernmost Steppe, had vast spirit divine pills appeared before? 

Empyrean Ice Cloud was also not too sure, but most likely it had never occurred! 

Although the Northernmost Steppe was boundlessly vast, the Seven-star Alchemy Gods added up were 

also just those few. 

Even if those people’s strengths were stronger than Empyrean Loneswan, it was also not that much 

stronger. 

Forget about having them refine vast spirit divine pills; even ordinary purple spirit divine-grade, they 

probably could not refine it. 

Even if refined, it was also those level one and two simple medicinal pills. 

The difficulty of level nine medicinal pills to them was too high! 

But this young man in front of them actually refined a vast spirit divine pill with the cultivation realm of 

a Six-star Alchemy God? 

How was this possible? 

“Sigh, Younger Sister Ice Cloud, you were too impulsive! How can someone capable of making Younger 

Brother Loneswan respect so much not have some ability?” Empyrean Redfeather also sighed slightly 

and said. 

“Some ability? Heh heh, Master Ji … doesn’t have just some ability here!” Empyrean Void Sword said 

with a laugh. 

“Humph! This Empyrean is also a respected figure in this Northernmost Steppe. If not for Master’s 

Alchemy Dao making me look up to it, why would I acknowledge him as my master? Ice Cloud, before 

you came in, you said that you’d talk nicely. That’s why this Empyrean agreed. But now, after entering 

Grand Pill Establishment, you disrespected Master. This Empyrean can’t help you anymore!” Empyrean 

Loneswan said with a cold snort. 

Wouldn’t Empyrean Ice Cloud looking down on Ye Yuan be equivalent to looking down on him, 

Empyrean Loneswan? 



How silly would he have been, to acknowledge an incapable Six-star Alchemy God as his master? 

“This … Master Ji, I … I …” Empyrean Ice Cloud stammered and already did not know what she should 

say. 

A Six-star Alchemy God capable of refining vast spirit divine pills was absolutely a Mount Tai existence in 

this Northernmost Steppe! 

She actually questioned such a major power just now. 

Only now did she know that when Ye Yuan said he could create an Empyrean powerhouse with a flip of 

his hand, those were not empty words. 

Since Ye Yuan could refine a vast spirit divine-grade Earth Nether Imprint Pill, then refining a divine-

grade and above Heaven Seizing Good Fortune Pill was absolutely nothing difficult. 

It was just that the spirit medicines that the Heaven Seizing Good Fortune Pill required were too hard to 

come by. Otherwise, wouldn’t Ye Yuan creating a batch of Empyrean powerhouses be like taking 

something out of his pocket? 

“Empyrean Ice Cloud, you can leave now. The medicinal pills that you’re requesting for, this Ji won’t 

refine them. In addition, all of Grand Pill Establishment’s medicinal pill supply to your Ice Cloud Tower 

will discontinue starting from today!” Ye Yuan opened his mouth coolly and directly issued the order to 

chase away the guest. 

He sneered coldly to no end in his heart. Finally he showed Empyrean Ice Cloud some colors. 

To dare treat Lu-er like so, how could it do to not let you taste the flavor of despair? 

Right from the start, Ye Yuan never planned on dropping in to ask Empyrean Ice Cloud to release her. 

That was the worst strategy. 

He thought even less of snatching Lu-er with martial strength. Really pressing this Empyrean Ice Cloud 

into a corner, she might really hurt Lu-er. 

Since the identity of an alchemist was useful, then what did bringing Jiu Luo Ji to its knees and 

compelling the Northernmost Steppe to submit count for with his strength? 

One had to know, he defeated the entire Southern Border’s alchemy world with his power alone! 

Ye Yuan’s plan was to overpower her until she yielded, and he also wanted to make her send Lu-er over 

obediently! 

“You! Bullying people too far!” When had Empyrean Ice Cloud suffered this kind of treatment before? 

She was angered until her middle-aged expression was icy-cold. 

Empyrean Ice Cloud was still thinking of apologizing. Who knew that Ye Yuan did not give her the chance 

at all, directly cutting off Ice Cloud Tower’s grain. 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “Bullying people too far? This is just you bringing trouble to yourself.” 



Empyrean Redfeather could not quite look on anymore and spoke up, “Master Ji, Younger Sister Ice 

Cloud she …” 

Before he finished speaking, Ye Yuan’s expression turned cold and he said in a cold voice, “If anyone 

intercedes for her, don’t come to Grand Pill Establishment to request for pills anymore in the future!” 

The faces of all the Empyreans changed and they indeed did not dare to say anymore. 

They had already witnessed Ye Yuan’s strength. Although it could not directly increase their strength, it 

could make their factions much more powerful. 

How could such a person be casually offended? 

Even Empyrean Ice Cloud, this kind of hothead, was purely looking for abuse by opposing Ye Yuan. 

Song Cao and the rest watched until they were quaking in their boots by the side. Good lord, their 

grandmaster was really domineering! 

Empyrean Ice Cloud’s chest heaved up and down and she gritted her teeth and said, “Good, good, good! 

This Empyrean doesn’t believe that in this Northernmost Steppe, there’s just you, one alchemist!” 

Finished talking, Empyrean Ice Cloud flicked her sleeves and left. 

“Master, this …” Empyrean Loneswan also did not expect that Ye Yuan would actually have such an 

intense reaction and did not even hesitate. 

In this Northernmost Steppe, the Seven-star Alchemy Gods were not just him alone. 

Hearing Empyrean Ice Cloud’s meaning, she was clearly planning to find other assemble’s Seven-star 

Alchemy Gods to cooperate. 

But Ye Yuan did not care in the slightest and said coolly, “Loneswan, remember! Under my charge, 

alchemists mustn’t be insulted! Not only this Ji is like this, you as well as Song Cao they all, need to have 

this confidence, understood?” 

Empyrean Loneswan’s expression turned somber, and then he bowed and said, “Yes, Disciple 

understands.” 

Ye Yuan nodded slightly and continued, “Loneswan, starting from tomorrow, you accompany me and 

head to the surrounding territories to pay a visit to fellow alchemists in the steppes.” 

The moment these words came out, all of the Empyreans’ faces changed. 

Goodness, this was ruthless extermination! 

If one was unconvinced, kill until the person submitted! 

Not only was this young man’s strength formidable, but his temper was also similarly arrogant. 

This kind of person must not be offended. 

All of the Empyreans’ hearts turned cold and naturally understood that Ye Yuan was killing the chicken 

to warn the monkeys. 



“Yes, Master!” Loneswan said respectfully. 

At the same time, he was delighted in his heart. 

With Master garrisoning, Grand Pill Establishment could do as it pleased in the Northernmost Steppe 

this time. 

“Haha, Master Ji, this Empyrean has always been on close terms with Loneswan. Coming here this time, 

I want to request for several medicinal pills,” Empyrean Redfeather said with some awkwardness. 

Ye Yuan nodded slightly and said, “This is naturally not a problem. If you need rank six divine pills, as 

long as you all gather the spirit medicines, I’ll definitely return you a divine-grade medicinal pill. As for 

rank seven divine pills, wait for a few more days, I believe that Loneswan will be able to give you all a 

pleasant surprise.” 

When everyone heard that, their hearts could not help jumping. Following that, it was wild elation. 

Rank seven divine pills were too hard to come across in this Northernmost Steppe! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2078: He Xiangyun 

In Ice Cloud Tower’s dungeon, it was gloomy and cold and also damp. 

Several Celestial Deity Realm disciples guarding were chatting while drinking wine to warm themselves. 

“Did you hear? Our Ice Cloud Tower has completely fallen out with the Grand Pill Establishment. They 

directly cut off our medicinal pills supply. I heard that Martial Ancestor flew into a thunderous rage after 

returning. Senior Apprentice Sister Li got a little on her bad side and was actually killed by her with one 

palm!” 

“What? Cut off the medicinal pills supply? Then what should we do about our cultivation in the future?” 

“I heard that Martial Ancestor already sent people to arrange things with Northday Assemble’s 

Empyrean Dragonjade. I believe that there will be a result very soon. But that Master Ji who’s new is 

really too scary, to actually be able to make Empyrean Loneswan acknowledge him as a master.” 

“Master Ji? Which Master Ji? When did our Jiu Luo Ji have an additional Master Ji?” 

“Huhu, Junior Apprentice Sister, you were guarding the dungeon these few days and don’t know about 

the outside world’s situation. This Master Ji is called Ji Qingyun. Although he’s just a Six-star Alchemy 

God, he defeated Lord Loneswan in public. Later, Lord Loneswan even put aside the face of an 

Empyrean and acknowledged him as a master! Oh, right, this Master Ji even brought a kind of fine wine 

called Sunshine Glow. It’s already being snatched like crazy outside now!” 

“S-So impressive?” 

That junior apprentice sister’s mouth opened wide, a face of disbelief. 

Empyrean Loneswan was a god-like existence in her eyes. 
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But now, this god-like existence actually acknowledged a Six-star Alchemy God as his master. Then how 

formidable was the other party? 

She was already unable to imagine it. 

Inside the dungeon, when a gaunt and thin figure heard ‘Ji Qingyun’ these three words, her beautiful 

figure suddenly trembled. 

Following that, she actually wept with joy. 

“He came! I knew it! I know that you’ll be fine!” 

If Ye Yuan was here, he would be able to recognize with one glance and this thin figure was precisely the 

Lu-er that he had already not seen for more than a thousand years. 

In these several decades, Lu-er had always been suffering torment. 

Eldest Senior Sister He Xiangyun told her that her master already sent Senior Apprentice Sister Xun to go 

capture Ye Yuan. 

When Senior Apprentice Sister Xun captured Ye Yuan and brought him back, if she still dared to disagree 

with the wedding with Feng Tianyang, her master would sentence Ye Yuan to death. 

Senior Apprentice Sister Xun had left several decades ago. Calculating it, she should also be coming 

back. 

Lu-er naturally had confidence in her young master. But the more she cultivated, the more she knew 

that cultivation was not easy. 

Senior Apprentice Sister Xun was a top five ranking existence in Jiu Luo Ji, being a late-stage True God 

Realm mighty expert. 

Even if Ye Yuan was formidable, it was likely hard to resist Senior Apprentice Sister Xun too! 

Hence, these several dozen years, Lu-er did not have a single day where she could cultivate serenely and 

also did not have a day where she could rest well. 

Presently, she had a wan and sallow appearance. 

If Ye Yuan was here, his heart would probably ache terribly. 

But earlier, the discussion of Ice Cloud Tower’s third-generation disciples made Lu-er wildly ecstatic. 

All the worries in these several decades, all of the suffering, completely vanished without a trace at this 

moment. 

Sure enough, Young Master was invincible! 

He came to save me! 

Ji Qingyun this name, others did not know it, but how could she, Lu-er, not know? 

Moreover, to be able to make a Seven-star Alchemy God put aside his pride and acknowledge this figure 

as a master, who could it be if not her young master? 



The current Lu-er was proud and also delighted and also touched. 

The pain and resentment of these few years had long already evaporated into thin air. 

“Turns out that His Excellency is already so incredible. Even a Seven-star Alchemy God like Lord 

Loneswan actually has to acknowledge him as a master!” 

Lu-er’s eyes sparkled, the joyous emotion not only expressed in words but also on the face. 

She knew that her young master was incredible. But she did not expect that a thousand years had 

passed and he was already formidable to such a degree. 

Even Empyrean powerhouses had to acknowledge him as a master. 

“Great Martial Aunt!” 

Lu-er was currently rejoicing on her own when several panicky voices suddenly came from outside. She 

hurriedly reined in her emotions and concealed her joy. 

Although Lu-er was pure, she was not dumb. 

Since Ye Yuan changed his name and came to this Northernmost Steppe, he definitely had his plans. 

If she gave it away, not only would it disrupt Ye Yuan’s plans, it might even put Ye Yuan in danger. 

He Xiangyun was born with a mean face and had a high and mighty appearance, making people give rise 

to detest the moment they saw her. 

But in this Ice Cloud Tower, her seniority was the oldest and her strength the strongest. 

Seeing Lu-er, He Xiangyun had a cold smile on her face as she said, “Your ungrateful sl*t, you really don’t 

know what’s good for you! Master imparted to you cultivation methods and provided resources for your 

cultivation. Now, asking you to do a little something, you threatened to die.” 

Lu-er said coolly, “Senior Apprentice Sister, don’t need to say anymore. If Master makes Lu-er go and 

fight, even if I die on the battlefield, Lu-er will also not have any complaints. But, making Lu-er commit 

to Feng Tianyang that bastard, Lu-er would rather die than submit!” 

He Xiangyun curled her mouth and said disdainfully, “What’s wrong with Feng Tianyang? He’s this 

Northernmost Steppe’s young generation’s number one person. Getting his favor is your fortune 

cultivated from your previous life!” 

Lu-er said, “Senior Apprentice Sister, you don’t need to say anymore. These words, Lu-er has already 

listened until my ears are growing calluses. How that Feng Tianyang’s temperament is, I believe that 

Senior Apprentice Sister is even clearer than me.” 

Seeing that Lu-er was impervious to everything, He Xiangyun could not help feeling angry and said in a 

solemn voice, “Humph! Are you still harboring hope in your heart? Let me tell you, your Senior 

Apprentice Sister Xun has already sent news that your little lover has already been captured by her. 

Three years if it’s short, five years if it’s long, they will be able to return to Jiu Luo Ji.” 



He Xiangyun wanted to see a panicky expression from Lu-er’s face, or even kneel on the ground to beg 

for mercy. 

But she was disappointed. 

If it were before, Lu-er would still be worried. 

Now, Lu-er knew that Jiu Luo Ji had an addition Ji Qingyun. So why would she be worried? 

However, Lu-er’s face still changed colors slightly. It was just that it was reined in very quickly, 

recovering to an indifferent expression as she said coolly, “Is that so? Senior Apprentice Sister Xun left 

for several decades and has never been heard of since. But today, she suddenly sent news, don’t Eldest 

Senior Sister find it strange? Saying anymore is pointless. If Senior Apprentice Sister Xun really brought 

Young Master over, Lu-er will naturally submit.” 

With Ye Yuan’s news, Lu-er had much more confidence when speaking. 

“You! Little sl*t, you really think that I don’t dare to do anything to you?” He Xiangyun said furiously. 

Lu-er could not be bothered to argue with He Xiangyun and simply shut her two eyes. Lu-er ignored her. 

“Good, good, good! What a stubborn little sl*t! I want to see if you’re forged out of iron!” 

Under He Xiangyun’s rage, she repeatedly fired out several seals. Lightning suddenly shot from 

everywhere in the entire dungeon. 

Lu-er cried out painfully, her whole body being bound up by frenzied electricity. 

But the stubborn Lu-er did not make a sound. It was just that the light moans that came from time to 

time showed her current agony. 

The Five Lightning Array Formation was laid down in this dungeon. It was in order to prevent prisoners 

from escaping and also to carry out punishments. 

Since Lu-er went into the prison, He Xiangyun would come and torture Lu-er when she was unhappy, all 

the way until Lu-er spasmed on the ground in pain. Only then would she leave in satisfaction. 

But this was already no idea how many times. 

When those Celestial Deity Realm disciples outside heard the lightning sounds coming from inside, they 

knew that Martial Aunt Lu-er was being tortured again. All of them were frightened until they were 

silent like cicadas in winter. 

Only all the way until after more than two hours, after Lu-er laid on the ground and made no more 

sounds, did He Xiangyun laugh coldly. She then said, “Tsk tsk, really pity my little junior sister. Although I 

can’t kill you, seeing you get tormented every day is still very satisfying, hahaha ...” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2079: Despaired Ice Cloud 
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In front of Empyrean Ice Cloud Tower, Second Senior Sister Yang Fei-er said anxiously, “Master, our Ice 

Cloud Tower has already not had gotten new medicinal pills for the greater part of this year. At present, 

the medicinal pills reserves are already less than 10%!” 

He Xiangyun smiled and said, “Junior Apprentice Sister, what are you anxious about? In this 

Northernmost Steppe, what can stump Master?” 

Empyrean Ice Cloud’s face was cold as frost as she said coolly, “Humph! That boy thinks that by relying 

on a mere Grand Pill Establishment, he can boycott our Ice Cloud Tower? Ttruly overestimating his own 

ability! Although the Northernmost Steppe respects alchemists, the ones who know how to refine pills 

aren’t just one Loneswan alone!” 

“Huhu, that boy has just arrived. How can he understand Master’s means?” He Xiangyun continued 

buttering up. 

But actually, she was still somewhat unhappy in her heart. 

She was presently already Ninth Firmament True God and already not far from grand completion True 

God Realm. 

He Xiangyun heard that Master Ji’s ability was remarkable and could even refine a divine-grade Heaven 

Seizing Good Fortune Pill. 

If she could obtain one, wouldn’t she be able to corroborate her Dao and take the seat of an Empyrean? 

There was just this one shop in this Northernmost Steppe! 

Yet, her master offended him. Now, being boycotted by him, this thoroughly throttled her trace of hope 

to break through to become an Empyrean. 

He Xiangyun understood her potential. It was likely that the grand completion True God Realm was her 

limit. 

As for Empyrean, this step was far too difficult! 

In this greater part of a year, Empyrean Ice Cloud ran everywhere and finally managed to fix up a 

contract with Northday Assemble’s Empyrean Dragonjade. They agreed to provide Ice Cloud Tower with 

medicinal pills. 

While it was a little troublesome, it was not to the point of having no medicinal pills. 

Thinking up to here, Empyrean Ice Cloud’s expression eased up slightly and she said 

coolly, “Mn, counting the time, the first batch of medicinal pills should already be almost arriving. No 

need to worry too much. Rather, that lass Xun’s side has no news whatsoever until now. Could some 

accident have happened?” 

He Xiangyun smiled and said, “Master is worrying too much. A mere imperial city, what formidable 

character can it produce? Rather, it might be that Junior Apprentice Sister Xun couldn’t find the person. 

That’s why it delayed some time.” 

Empyrean Ice Cloud nodded her head slightly, also feeling that it was not too likely. 



But by the side, Yang Fei-er’s pretty face changed slightly. If Junior Apprentice Sister Xun brought that 

Yang Fei-er back, Little Junior Sister would definitely be forced to give in. 

The few people were currently chatting when suddenly, Empyrean Ice Cloud’s thoughts stirred. Only to 

see her spit divine essence, a powerful virtual image appeared in the great hall. 

Seeing the person, a trace of a smile finally appeared on Empyrean Ice Cloud’s ten-thousand-year-ice 

face. 

“Brother Dragonjade, how have you been?! Suddenly coming to find Ice Cloud, could it be that the first 

batch of medicinal pills we agreed upon is arriving?” Ice Cloud said smilingly. 

This virtual image was shockingly a wisp of Empyrean Dragonjade’s divine sense. 

Dragonjade smiled and said, “Younger Sister Ice Cloud, this Empyrean is finding you to let you know that 

our cooperation probably can’t carry on anymore. As for the deposit that you paid in advance, this 

Empyrean will send someone to return it in due time. Alright, this Empyrean still has something, 

goodbye!” 

“Wait, Brother Dragonjade ...” 

Empyrean Dragonjade completely ignored Empyrean Ice Cloud. His virtual image gradually dissipated, 

leaving behind Ice Cloud and the rest whose expressions changed drastically. 

“This ... How can this be?” He Xiangyun was still brimming with confidence previously. Who knew that in 

a blink of an eye, the situation suddenly changed. 

Empyrean Ice Cloud recovered to a dead person’s expression. Her expression was as ugly as it could get. 

When she went to find Empyrean Dragonjade previously, Empyrean Dragonjade was still very 

enthusiastic. 

Empyrean Ice Cloud also paid a great price for this. 

But who knew that in a blink of an eye, Empyrean Dragonjade actually went back on his word. 

Suddenly, a voice sounded out in the great hall. The person said, “Younger Sister Ice Cloud, are you 

there?” 

Empyrean Ice Cloud’s eyes glimmered and she said, “It’s Brother Redfeather. Please enter.” 

A figure slowly stepped in. It was precisely Empyrean Redfeather. 

In this Jiu Luo Ji, the nine great Empyreans each acted of their own free will. But to talk about 

relationships, it was pretty good between Empyrean Redfeather and Empyrean Ice Cloud. 

The moment Redfeather entered the hall, he said, “Younger Sister Ice Cloud, you have to be more 

careful. Master Ji traveled around the various territories in this greater part of the year, challenging 

powerhouses from everywhere, with his fame already shaking the Northernmost Steppe.” 

But he suddenly discovered that the expressions of everyone in the hall were very amiss. 

Empyrean Ice Cloud even had a face like dead ashes, disbelief on her face. 



“What is it?” Empyrean Redfeather asked uncertainly. 

Ice Cloud did not answer. He turned to Yang Fei-er. 

Yang Fei-er laughed bitterly and said, “Lord Redfeather is a step too late. Just earlier, Empyrean 

Dragonjade broke the contract and already stopped providing medicinal pills to our Ice Cloud Tower.” 

Empyrean Redfeather’s expression changed. Following this, he sighed and said, “Sigh, Younger Sister Ice 

Cloud, your attitude should change! This Master Ji’s alchemy strength is unrivaled and really can’t be 

offended!” 

Empyrean Ice Cloud gnashed her teeth in hatred at this time. Her chest was heaving up and down. She 

was practically at the brink of rampaging already. 

“I don’t believe that a mere six-star Alchemy God can still make the Northernmost Steppe bow its heads 

in submission! This Empyrean will go and find Empyrean Xiao Yu right now!” 

As Empyrean Ice Cloud said this, she was about to leave. But then she heard Empyrean Redfeather sigh 

faintly and said, “It’s too late. Just earlier, Vast Wind Assemble sent news that Ji Qingyun challenged 

Empyrean Xiao Yu. Empyrean Xiao Yu suffered a crushing defeat and carried out the etiquette of a 

disciple in front of Ji Qingyun.” 

The moment these words came out, the expressions of everyone in the great hall changed wildly. 

“What? Empyrean Xiao Yu was also ... also defeated? He ... He’s the extreme north’s number one 

Alchemy Dao person, a middle-stage Dao Realm powerhouse!” 

Empyrean Ice Cloud was really visibly moved this time. 

Vast Wind Assemble was the strongest pill establishment in the Northernmost Steppe. And Empyrean 

Xiao Yu was also the publicly recognized strongest Seven-star Alchemy God in the Northernmost Steppe. 

But now, Ji Qingyun even defeated him too! 

Defeated then defeated, but Empyrean Xiao Yu actually carried out the etiquette of a disciple towards Ji 

Qingyun like Empyrean Loneswan. 

Just how monstrous was this Ji Qingyun? 

Vast Wind Assemble was actually managed by Feng Tianyang’s father. 

Empyrean Ice Cloud was planning on forcefully bringing Lu-er to request help from Vast Wind Assemble 

just now. 

But hearing this news, she was akin to being struck by lightning. 

Matters between Empyreans could not be settled by marriage and becoming in-laws. 

Ji Qingyun was currently like the noonday sun. Even Empyrean Vast Wind also had to give Ji Qingyun 

some face. 

How could he possibly offend Ji Qingyun, this great buddha, for Lu-er? 



Let alone that Feng Tianyang had at least ten, if not eight women too. Why would he pay attention to 

her, a measly little Empyrean Ice Cloud? 

Empyrean Ice Cloud suddenly discovered that with how vast the Northernmost Steppe was, there was 

actually no place for her to stay anymore! 

Empyrean Redfeather gave Empyrean Ice Cloud a glance rather sympathetically and sighed and said, 

“Younger Sister Ice Cloud, after Master Ji returns, give in to him! While he’s a little arrogant, he’s 

actually very easy-going.” 

Having contact with Ye Yuan these few days, Empyrean Redfeather discovered that Ye Yuan was actually 

very easy to have dealings with. 

As long as one did not oppose him, he would even give quite a lot of concessions in medicinal pills. 

Furthermore, Ji Qingyun’s medicinal pills were really extremely impressive. 

He requested for a few medicinal pills, and then the disciples under him actually all broke through their 

cultivation realms. 

How could this kind of powerhouse be easily offended? 

Furthermore, Ye Yuan threw them an even larger bait, which was Empyrean Loneswan! 

This time, Ye Yuan brought Empyrean Loneswan along to tour the extreme north. Once they returned, 

Empyrean Loneswan might have a large improvement in strength! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2080: Lowly 

At the Grand Pill Establishment, Empyrean Loneswan was more and more respectful in front of Ye Yuan. 

During this one year, Ye Yuan brought him to tour the extreme north’s territories and challenged the 

various mighty Seven-star Alchemy Gods. There was not a single defeat. 

Even the extreme north’s number one person, Empyrean Xiao Yu, also completely lost to Ye Yuan. 

Of course, during this one year, Empyrean Loneswan gleaned immense benefits by following Ye Yuan’s 

side. 

He was an Empyrean to begin with. He was even more sensitive toward the flow of Dao. 

The realm that Ye Yuan displayed made him have a feeling of suddenly seeing the light. 

Coupled with Ye Yuan’s guidance normally, Empyrean Loneswan was already just a step away from the 

middle-stage Dao Realm. 

At present, he felt incomparably joyful regarding his own decisive decision. 

So what if he was an Empyrean? 

Putting down those vague and insubstantial pride and acknowledging an exceptional teacher beats 

several thousand years of bitter cultivation! 
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“Master, it’s likely not appropriate for us to isolate the Ice Cloud Tower like this, right? No matter what, 

she’s an Empyrean powerhouse too. At this rate, I’m afraid that she’ll be detrimental to you!” Empyrean 

Loneswan said cautiously. 

Ye Yuan could tell that Empyrean Loneswan was really concerned about his safety. 

But he did not take it to heart and just said coolly, “No worries. Just based on her, she can’t harm me 

yet. Oh, right. Help me spread this piece of news out, saying that Master wants to refine a furnace of 

medicinal pills and require the Profound Yin Divine Physique to assist by the side. If there’s a Profound 

Yin Divine Physique that comes forth, Master will definitely show generous thanks.” 

The moment Empyrean Loneswan heard, he could not help revealing a strange look as he said, “This 

…Tthere’s a Profound Yin Divine Physique inside that Ice Cloud Tower!” 

Ye Yuan revealed a look of surprise and said, “Oh? So coincidental? Forget it, let that old lady get off 

cheap then. If she can have that Profound Yin Divine Physique come to help me refine pills, this matter 

will be dropped just like that. Oh, right, this piece of news still needs to be spread. Make that old lady 

come find us; don’t make it like we’re rushing to beg them.” 

“Yes, Master!” Empyrean Loneswan received the order and left. 

Ye Yuan naturally said these words on purpose. 

Toward Empyrean Loneswan, Ye Yuan still could not trust completely yet. 

After all, those who were able to corroborate their Dao and take the seat of an Empyrean in this Jiu Luo 

Ji, which one was simple? 

Once anything went wrong with this matter, Ye Yuan had the means to protect himself. But wanting to 

save Lu-er would become extremely difficult. 

Traveling along the way for several decades, Ye Yuan had long planned everything out. 

Empyrean Ice Cloud was not on guard against him at all, but he knew about Empyrean Ice Cloud like the 

back of his hands. 

He sought out a Profound Yin Divine Physique to assist in pill refinement with the name of a 

grandmaster, this was also commonly seen in alchemy and would not arouse people’s suspicions. 

Everything that Ye Yuan did previously was all for the sake of this scheme today. 

He wanted to make Empyrean Ice Cloud send Lu-er over willingly! 

It was just that Loneswan’s action of acknowledging a master made his plan go a little easier. 

Sure enough, the moment the news was spread, Empyrean Ice Cloud ran over. 

Just lending for a few days, Empyrean Ice Cloud naturally would not let go of this chance to get on 

friendly terms with Ye Yuan. 

“The incident previously was all Ice Cloud failing to see your true ability despite having eyes. I heard that 

Master Ji requires the assistance of a Profound Yin Divine Physique in pill refinement. Our Ice Cloud 



Tower just happens to have a disciple that’s of the Profound Yin Divine Physique. Ice Cloud is willing to 

lend her to Master Ji to refine pills. I hope that Master Ji won’t bear a grudge against Ice Cloud anymore 

and let the Ice Cloud Tower off,” Empyrean Ice Cloud Tower said with a fawning smile. 

Ye Yuan had long seen through that this Empyrean Ice Cloud was an old lady who bullied the weak but 

feared the strong. 

Vast Wind Assemble was strong, so she delivered her disciple up with both hands. 

Previously, being displeased at the sight of Ye Yuan was because she still had not reached the end of her 

ropes. 

But now, she saw Ye Yuan’s true strength. So, she yielded. 

How could the coldness and pride from before still be seen at this time? 

If one did not know, one would even think that this Empyrean Ice Cloud was the neighbor’s mother, 

being very cordial. 

Looking at this face, Ye Yuan only felt disgust. Lu-er actually acknowledged such a person as master; Lu-

er truly had eyes but could not see. 

“Humph! Since this Ji made my first appearance in the world, I’ve yet to be looked down upon by people 

like this before. So what if Empyrean? This Ji can’t tell how many Empyreans I’ve seen before, which one 

isn’t reverent and respectful towards this Ji? Only Lord Ice Cloud turns your nose up at this Ji!” 

Act out the full thing when putting on a show. Ye Yuan naturally would not relax his bite so easily. 

These Empyreans were all extremely cunning. Since he played the role of this arrogant character, then 

be arrogant until the end. 

If he let things go so easily, it would arouse people’s suspicions instead. 

At the very least, he had to make Empyrean Ice Cloud feel that refining pills were just in passing, it was 

not essential. 

Empyrean Ice Cloud had an awkward look on her face and she said, “What Master Ji said is right. 

Actually … after the matter that day, Ice Cloud has always regretted it too. It’s just that …” 

“It’s just that you felt that you still had a way out and didn’t have the need to lower your head to a mere 

True God Realm, is it?” Ye Yuan said with a smile that was not a smile. 

Empyrean Ice Cloud was even more embarrassed when she heard that. She suddenly felt that although 

this Ye Yuan was haughty, he was actually extremely scheming and not the kind of silkpants who looked 

down on everyone. 

Just looking at his actions in the extreme north, she could tell that the other party advanced gradually 

and entrenched himself at every step, all the way until he forced her into a desperate situation. 

Thinking up to here, Empyrean Ice Cloud became even more respectful in her heart. 



She was born with this mindset: if you were strong, she would be weak, but if you were weak, she would 

be strong. 

“This … It was all Ice Cloud’s fault. I only hope that I can make up for it a little. Ice Cloud hopes that 

Master Ji can provide this opportunity,” Empyrean Ice Cloud said respectfully. 

But Ye Yuan said coolly, “I can give you the opportunity, but your Ice Cloud Tower’s medicinal pills, the 

price will increase 10% more than other factions! Don’t use that kind of expression to look at me. This is 

your punishment! You don’t think that by sending a Profound Yin Divine Physique over to refine pills, 

our enmity can be wiped clean off the slate, right?” 

Hearing Ye Yuan’s words, Ice Cloud had an impulse to vomit blood. 

To Empyrean factions, the medicinal pills that they expended every year were very considerable. 

10% price did not look like much but accumulated, it would be very horrifying. 

And this was all money thrown away! 

However, being able to purchase medicinal pills, this was already a substantial step that was taken. 

Actually, Empyrean Ice Cloud did not care too much about whether or not she could purchase rank five 

and rank six medicinal pills. 

But the rank seven medicinal pills that Empyrean Loneswan refined, she could not survive without them! 

Ice Cloud already heard that during this one year period, Empyrean Loneswan’s strength advanced 

greatly. Many medicinal pills that he could not refine in the past, he could refine them now. 

This was simply a piece of massive good news to them, these Empyreans. 

Disciples were just tools to earn money for them. Only their own strength becoming powerful was 

important! 

“Many thanks to Master Ji for giving Ice Cloud this opportunity. I wonder when Master will be refining 

the pill, so that Ice Cloud can have people bring the Profound Yin Divine Physique over.” 

Ice Cloud already could not wait to send Lu-er over. 

But Ye Yuan waved his hand and said, “No hurry. This medicinal pill is very hard to refine. This Ji still has 

to prepare. After three days, you just get people to send her over then! Why? You aren’t willing?” 

As Ye Yuan said those words, he discovered that Empyrean Ice Cloud wanted to speak but swallowed 

the words back. Ye Yuan could not help furrowing his brows. 

Empyrean Ice Cloud jumped in fright and hurriedly waved her hands and said, “No, no, no! Ice Cloud 

dare not! It’s just that … about Ice Cloud’s disciple, Vast Wind Assemble’s Feng Tianyang took fancy on 

her, but she isn’t willing, threatening with death at every turn. Ice Cloud is afraid that she’ll make use of 

this chance to escape, so …” 


